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Setting the scene

1. 



In the aftermath of the crisis, 
financial institutions run the risk 
of emerging from the crisis 
recapitalised, restructured, 
reformed...
but irrelevant

“
Being relevant for your clients is the 
essence of doing business….

Relevance =
Trust x Convenience x Low cost
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“Innovation is the ability to see change 
as an opportunity – not a threat”

- Steve Jobs, co-founder of Apple



Financial Institutions are increasingly challenged by new 
technologies and rules & regulations…
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Increases 
competition from 
non-banks

New 
technology

Rules and 
regulations

Less stringent 
regimes for new 
entrants

€



New competitions could lead to to challenging future scenarios
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Scenario Service provider 
(product and risk 
management)

Customer 
interface

Incumbents revamp legacy with a modern 
digital client interfaceBetter bank

New banks build for digital and an enhanced 
digital customer experienceNew bank

Disintermediated 
bank

FinTech providing full service e.g. DLT, P2P...

BigTech providing full service e.g. DLT, P2P..

Distributed bank

Incumbents Digital interface

FinTech Digital interface

BigTech Digital interface

Incumbents Aggregators of 
financial 

services built by 
Fintech/BigTech

FinTech

BigTech

Relegated bank

C
u
s
t
o
m
e
r
s

Incumbents New (neo) 
banks BigTech FinTech Aggregators

Google
Amazon
Facebook
Apple
Netflix
AirBnB
Tesla
Uber
Baidu
Alibaba
Tencent
Xiaomi

Atom Bank
Monzo Bank
WeBank
Simple
Starling
Pilatus
Varo Money
N26
Fidor
Wanap
etc.

ANZ Group
Banco de Chili
BBVA
BEA
Capital One
Citi Bank
DBS Bank
Garanti Bank
Gulf Bank
HDFC
Isbank
JPMorgan 
Chase
Santander
Sberbank
Yapi Kredi
etc.

Adyen
Ant
Avant
Klarna
Lufax
Paypal
Qudian
SoFi
etc.

Acorns
Banktivity
Check
CountAbout
Credit Karma
LevelMoney
Mint
Money Dance
Personal 
Capital
Pocket Smith
Quicken
RobinHood
Stash
Tiller Money
YNAB
Yodlee
etc.

Source of scenarios: Basel Committee on Banking Supervision: Sound practices: 
Implications of fintech developments for banks and bank supervisors



Observations and recommendations for banks and their 
supervisors

1. Nature and scope 
of risks may 
significantly 
change 
balanced 
approach needed

2. Effective 
governance 
and risk 
management 
needed for 
new risks  

3. New 
technologies 
require
new IT 
and 
other risk 
management 

4. Partnering and 
outsourcing 
means 
appropriate 
processes 
for DD and risk 
management

5. Risks go beyond 
prudential 
supervision 
supervisors to 
cooperate with 
other public 
authorities

6. Global reach of 
Fintech (and 
BigTech)
requires 
cooperation 
between 
supervisors

7. Supervisors to 
assess staffing and 
training to remain 
relevant and 
ensure effective 
oversight

8. Supervisors to 
embrace new

tech to 
improve 

methods and 
processes

9. Supervisors to 
review their 
frame-
works in 
light of new and 
evolving risks  

10. Supervisors to 
learn from 
eachother to 
safeguard stability 
and consumer 
protection   

PwC’s Digital Services Source: Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, Consultative Document. Sound practices: Implications of fintech developments for banks and 
bank supervisors



• Real time access
• Notification of changes in 

regulations
• And of violations

• Improved data collection and 
reporting

• Fewer on-site audits
• Lower costs for regulators

• Capital requirements 
implications 

• Fewer fines for institutions

• Improved accuracy and 
tailored approach

SupTech

SupTech could radically change supervision…

Risks of  SupTech:

• Cyber attacks
• System-wide failures
• Over reliance and

complacency
• …

… So do you really want to be outpaced by your regulator?



This is why RegTech is emerging… 
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Near Term = automate Longer term= transform

Surveillance 
data usage 

needs up 20x 
since 2015

$120b 
projected 
spend on 

RegTech by 
2020

$70b annual 
spending on 

compliance of 
regulations for 

FI’s

$300b+ spent 
on fines since 

2008

(A slow 
down in 

speed of) 
new 

regulations

Increased
costs of 

compliance 
+ pressure

on business 
models

The need for 
more 

operational 
effectiveness 

and cost 
reduction

Techno-
logical 

enablement 
vs 

legacy 
systems

More data 
driven and 
tech savvy 
supervisor

Since around 
2009 30,000 

regulatory 
documents 

published in 
G20 



Evolution of RegTech

RegTech – up to 2016 RegTech – 2017 - 2020 RegTech – 2020 & beyond

• Manual data capture tools 
(Excel)

• Quantitative risk 
management models and 
systems

• Point solutions and on top of 
current processes

• Digitizing (compliance) 
processes – workflow 
automation

• End to end compliance by 
design

• End to end data driven 
compliance (monitoring 
testing) – continuous 
monitoring

• Reporting from data lake

• Utilities (shared)

• Predictive analysis

• Regulators use RegTech to 
enhance their supervision

• Outsourcing and automation 
reduces workforce (or 
complete departments)

• Blockchain, digital identity 
and data sovereignty to 
change reform organisations 
and markets 

• Real time and predictive 
internal and external 
supervision

• Tech based regulations

PwC’s Digital Services



Potential risks and 
impediments to 
innovation and the 
adoption of 
RegTech

…. financial institutions should 
take their responsibility to 
catalyze innovation by 
collaborating with RegTech
providers.

From the standpoint of 
financial institutions

 Shift to technology related 
risks, including fit with legacy 
infrastructure

 More (and often cloud based) 
solutions and fit with legacy

 Supplier/outsourcing risks

 Data quality 

 Implementation risk

 Acceptance by regulator of 
RegTech solution

 Gap because of lack of IT-
enabled solutions at 
regulators

From the standpoint of 
RegTech

 Financial risk/funding

 Long sales cycles/procurement 
processes

 Lack of familiarity of decision 
makers with RegTech

 Acceptance of RegTech
solution by risk averse client 
and regulator

 Implementation risk

 Regulatory uncertainty and 
fragmented regulatory 
environment

PwC’s Digital Services



RegTech 
Technologies

2. 
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The opportunities of RegTech….data + technologies
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Emerging Technologies 

Cloud 
Computing Artificial Intelligence Quantum 

Computing

Robotic 
Process 

Automation

Distributed 
Ledger 

Technology 

Big Data 
Analytics

Natural 
Language 

Processing

Near Term = automate Longer term= transform

High Velocity Large Variety

The need for 
- Data protection
- Privacy
- Bank secrecy
- Cybersecurity
- Data management

The three “V’s” of data

Big Volumes

Machine 
Learning 

Biometrics Internet of 
Things



PwC’s Future of Banking

Disruptive technologies – increasingly accessible
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€

Artificial Intelligence
Learning and 
regenerating algorithms 
replacing knowledge 
work

Robotics
Augmentation of physical 
and virtual human 
capabilities and 
autonomous robots 

Cloud computing
Data storage and 
computing anytime 
anywhere

Internet of things
Communication between 
devices and sensors

Advanced analytics
Processing vast amounts 
of data instantly. Bottom up 
analysis vs hypothesis 
based analysis

Mobile and seamless 
payments
Allowing anytime, 
anywhere transactions and 
personalized contextual 
services.

Mobile internet
Anytime, anywhere 
access

Energy storage
Creating flexible and 
efficient sustainable energy 
consumption and support 
the ‘all mobile economy’

3D printing
Redefining value chains 
and distribution

Nano materials
Materials with improved 
strength, conductivity and 
durability and more effective 
medication

Biometrics
Establishment of digital 
‘picture’ of physical or 
behavioural characteristics

Blockchain/ DLT
Establish trust through a 
distributed ledger.

Quantum computing
Computing power beyond 
imagination by releasing 
the binary system 

DNA sequencing
Tracing and anticipating 
diseases at low costs



What does Cloud computing bring to the table?

Cloud computing – the use of remote and shared servers hosted on the Internet to store, manage and 
process data, rather than servers and computers owned and locally maintained by each user of the cloud 
(e.g. a bank).

Increased capacity

Cloud computing has 
significantly increased the 
capacity of financial institutions 
and other organizations to 
generate, store, manage and use 
data.

Lower costs

The subscription based model of 
cloud computing has reduced the 
cost price of the IT infrastructure 
and decreases the capital 
expenditure.  

Higher flexibility

Cloud computing is ideal for 
companies with 
changing/growing bandwidth 
demand (scale-up and scale 
down). Most cloud solutions 
facilitate working form anywhere 
and some of them also provide 
apps.

Automatic software updates

Suppliers take care of software 
updates.



What does Robotic Processing Automation bring to the table?

Precision results

Once a robot is trained to do a 
specialised and repetitive task, it 
will deliver results at consistent 
quality requiring little or no 
supervision. A single robot may 
not replace a human, but dozens 
of robots working together can 
outperform humans and/or 
increase human productivity.

24/7/365  Operations

Unlike humans, robots don’t get 
bored, are unbiased or get sick. 
They do not require holidays, 
work-life balance or 
bonuses/pensions. From a purely 
cost perspective, robotics is a 
good investment as long as a 
process is stable.

Adequate RPA governance is 
required though

High Speed Automation

Once configured, RPA can 
perform a specialised task at high 
speed. If combined with basic 
Machine Learning the speed 
increases. Notably when events 
trigger action, robots eliminate 
the lag of human response time. 
The real limiting factor are the 
underlying systems the robot is 
built upon.

Moreover RPA investments are 
relatively low compared to STP

Exponential Synergies

RPA combined with basic 
machine learning performs tasks, 
learns and improves.

RPA can be mass-manufactured, 
and algorithms can be copy-
pasted. When one learns, all 
improve almost instantaneously.

Proper RPA governance controls 
mass produced errors  

Robotic process automation (or RPA) is an emerging form of clerical process automation technology 
based on the notion of software robots or artificial intelligence (AI) workers.



What does Biometrics bring to the table?

Biometrics is the technical term for body measurements and calculations. It refers to metrics related to 
human characteristics. Biometrics authentication (or realistic authentication) is used in computer science 
as a form of identification and access control. 

High degree of accuracy

Biometrics have a high degree of 
accuracy when it comes to 
identifying an individual. It is 
more difficult to forge biometric 
data compared to more 
conventional means of 
identification. Biometrics 
therefore play an important role 
in preventing identity fraud

Preventing identity fraud

As it is more difficult to forge 
biometric data compared to more 
conventional means of 
identification, biometrics play an 
important role in preventing 
identity fraud

Improving security

Biometric solutions provide 
options to do KYC remotely.  

Lower costs

Biometrics could significantly 
reduce time and money spend on 
lost documents, passwords, 
doing two-factor authentication, 
etc



What does Big data analytics bring to the table?

Advanced Analytics / Big Data analytics – analysing large volumes of unstructured and structured 
data whose analysis is not possible using traditional analytical tools

Process volumes, velocity and 
variety of data

Big data analytics can absorb a 
huge quantity data, in high speed 
and in all formats, structured and 
unstructured. 

Save time and costs

Big data analytics clearly save 
time and costs. 

Risk reduction

By analyzing big data one can get 
a better understanding of risks. 
Big data tools can also do 
analysis to assess the risk profile 
of clients as well as sentiment 
analysis of the companies own 
reputation.   

New product development

By knowing the trends of client 
needs or employee preferences, 
one can create products 
accordingly.   



How little data is required to ‘profile’ a person is astonishing 
(Cambridge Analytica)
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150 likes are enough 
to know more about 
you than about your 

parents 

300 likes are enough 
to better predict a 
persons behaviour 

than someone's 
partner

More than that… 
Means knowing more 

about you than you 
think you know about 

yourself

70 likes are 
enough to know 
more about you 

than a friend

Source: Cambridge Analytica (company that uses Facebook data and online personality test data to determine your personality using the ‘OCEAN’ model)



What does Artificial Intelligence (AI) and sub-fields Machine 
Learning (ML) and Natural Processing (NLP) bring to the table?

Finding Non-linear Patterns

AI can find patterns that may be 
unintuitive to human eyes. This 
has applications in systems with 
many interrelated dependencies 
like cancer screening or relieving 
traffic congestion.

Multi-criteria Optimisation

AI systems can help to optimise
systems where multiple 
interrelated criteria need to be 
optimised especially when 
improving one factor means 
tradeoffs for the other factors.

Predictive Capabilities

With enough training of 
historical conditions, AI systems 
can analyse real-time data to 
predict future outcomes at 
limited time horizons. 

Co-managing Complex 
Systems

While an AI may not replace 
humans in managing complex 
processes (for now), it can 
provide decision support and 
automate low-level issues so that 
humans can focus on the big 
picture. Examples include “cruise 
control” in driverless cars, or 
“autofocus” in digital cameras.

AI - computer programs perform tasks such as problem-solving, speech recognition, visual perception, decision-
making and language translation. ML- the ability of computers to learn without being specifically programmed 
for such through hand-inputted codes. NLP - is the interactions between computers and human (natural) 
languages to process large natural language data.



What does Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) bring to the 
table?

Transparent Transactions

On the Blockchain, every single 
transaction is logged and stored 
securely, so transparency is an 
inherent feature of the system.

Immutable History

Not only is every transaction 
recorded, it can also be stored 
indefinitely in a secure way. This 
increases trust because you can 
follow an item back to its origin.

Trust By Consensus

Since the Blockchain is designed 
as a decentralised system, at any 
moment, hundreds of peers have 
identical records of the system’s 
history, and new transactions are 
processed only when all peers are 
in consensus. This replaces the 
need to trust a single third-party 
with important transactions.

Smart Contracts

Since every transaction is 
digitised, they can also be 
automated to occur when certain 
conditions are met. Effectively, 
this allows users to “program 
their money” to work for them.

Distributed ledger technology (DLT) – A distributed ledger system is a database shared between 
multiple parties (nodes) to execute mutually agreed-upon transactions based on some consensus mechanism. 
The key feature is that all nodes have identical versions of the data, dispensing with a central trusted party 
(e.g., a clearinghouse). These characteristics make cyber attacks and data alteration difficult. 



RegTech use cases 

3. 



2. Know your customer
Typical challenges
• Highly manual intensive process for 

Identification of clients and legal persons
• High operational costs and non-compliance fines

1. Regulatory affairs
Typical challenges
• New and frequently changing regulation
• Allocation of regulation to business
• Time-consuming processes

POC’s/Solutions
• POC to automate regulatory scanning
• POC to automate regulatory mapping on 

business model and internal policies and 
procedures 

• POC to automate regulatory mapping to 
risk & control frameworks 

Some examples of use cases/PoC’s PwC is developing together with our 
clients (and vendors in some cases) 
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POC’s/Solutions
• Advanced KYC technologies based on facial recognition 

and reading government photo identification
• Optimized client lifecycle workflow automation 

ensuring systemized enforcement of data, 
document gathering and compliance 
requirements, including risk 
ratings and event-driven 
triggers. 

3. Financial crime surveillance 
Typical challenges
• Labor intense process to check suspicious financial transactions 
• Low ‘hit score’  is thought to lead to staff becoming less alert, 

resulting in a greater risk of errors

POC’s/Solutions
• Automated transaction monitoring and reduction of false positives
• Automated AML risk ranking of customers
• Automated batch name screening against sanctions lists, 

political figure lists and negative media lists
• Automated AML negative news search

4. Compliance advisory 
Typical challenges
• Labor intense process for 

answering compliance questions 

POC’s/Solutions
• Automated answering of non-

complex compliance questions 
by chatbot

6. Trade surveillance/conflicts of interest
Typical challenges
• High manual effort to perform sufficient 

testing activities 

POC’s/Solutions
• Automation of 2nd line compliance test used 

to investigate financial advisors for conflict of 
interest issues based on spikes in trading 
revenue / eligible for back end bonuses 

• Combination of RPA and Machine Learning 
to identify existence of unusual intraday risk 
patterns and significant changes in (risk) 
exposure

5. Employee surveillance 
Typical challenges
• Detection of misconduct
• Lack of audit trails 

POC’s/Solutions
• Search and interrogate huge amounts of 

employee-generated data in real-time, such 
as emails, text messages and voice calls

• Building automated audit trails for suitability 
discussions

1

2 3 4 5 66 4



1. Natural Language Processing to handle big text data and understand the 
impact of regulation
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What problems does it solve? 

PoC 1 – Impact of regulation 
1. Labor intense processes to interpret regulation 

and map its impact on the business 

PoC 2 – Claim pay-outs 
1. Unjustly pay-outs
2. Fraud detection 

Proof of concept 1 
Issue: unclear definition of regulations and its impact on the business 
Benefit of solution: removes the manual step out of the review and mapping of published 
regulations to the relevant business units and underlying policies and procedures 

Proof of concept 2  
Issue: unjustified claim payout, fraud detection
Benefit of solution: removes the manual process out of the claims adjustments by using cognitive 
understanding to do the initial mapping for eligibility

• PwC US is using the Retina tool from Cortical to extract details for contract analytics to pull detail 
from claims filings to the associated contracts to see if they are eligible for reimbursement

How does it work? 

• The Retina Engine from Cortical.io converts text 
information (words, sentences, paragraphs or even 
whole documents) into a semantic fingerprint – a 
numeric representation of its content including all 
senses and contexts.

• Semantic fingerprints can be easily compared by 
just measuring their overlap. 

• PwC trained the Retina tool from Cortical to 
map German law to the process framework 
in order to perform an initial mapping to 
business units. 

• Additionally, internal policies and 
procedures have been mapped to the 
framework so that the tool will run from 
regulation to business unit to associated 
policies and procedures. A heatmap shows to what extent an 

organization is compliant with regulation
Regulatory affairs



2. Mastering Regulatory Requirements with RegTech
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What problems does it solve? 

• Labor intense process to keep up to date with 
latest regulatory changes/requirements 

• Labor intense processes to interpret 
regulation and map its impact on the 
business, policies and procedures 

United States 
Issue: unclear definition of regulations and its impact on the business
Benefit of solution: removes the manual step out of the horizon scanning and mapping of 
published regulations to the relevant business units and underlying policies and procedures. 

Building of a PoC and business case for mapping regulations to associated business units using 
FiscalNote. By combining FiscalNote with Cortical.io enhances the overall 
workflow from horizon scanning to rule mapping on business units 
and internal policies and procedures. 

What problems does it solve? 

• Selling of non-suitable products to clients 
• Undesired/wrong employee conduct 
• Risk of reputational damage
• Remediation activities 

United States 
Issue: non-compliance due to selling of non-suitable products to clients
Benefit of solution: build audit trail of suitability discussions in client onboarding as well as 
build detective analytics tests on data repository. The audit trail improves companies to show 
that they are in control of conduct risks and decreases the chance of remediations

Building of a PoC and business case for using Dynatrace to export data from the account opening 
process to perform suitability analytics in order to ensure that the appropriate products are 
being offered to the clients. Dynatrace enables companies to 
record, analyze, and gather insights on all digital activities. 

Regulatory affairs

Front office 
compliance



3. Some examples of (cognitive) RPA solutions in the compliance domain  
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Conflicts of interest 

Automation of 2nd line Compliance test 
used to investigate financial advisors for 
conflict of interest issues based on 
spikes in trading revenue / eligible for 
back end bonuses 

AML negative news search 

AML process used to search and identify 
negative news articles on counterparties 
within an alert as part of the 
investigation

Trade surveillance 

Combination of RPA and Machine 
Learning to identify existence of 
unusual intraday risk patterns and 
significant changes in (risk) exposure

Financial crime 
surveillance 

Front office 
compliance

Front office 
compliance 

PwC partners with several RPA vendors, including 



3. (cognitive) RPA for remediation activities 
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What problems does it solve? 

• Execution of large amount of 
manual repetitive work, with an 
increased chance of errors 

How does it work? 

• The combination of RPA, NLP and 
OCR leads to fully automising and 
analyzing (hand written) texts and 
numbers. 

Front office 
compliance 



4. Intelligently automated compliance desk (chatbot) for non-complex 
compliance advisory 
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What problems does it solve? 

• Manual intense process of answering non-
complex policy and compliance related 
enquiries from business 
• 60-80% of the received compliance enquiries, 

are of trivial nature and can be answered by a 
service desk agent or employee by consulting 
the related FAQ in the intranet

• Inconsistent/inaccurate answers and 
‘shopping’ for advice

How does it work? 

• Based on a combination of RPA, advisory 
repository, machine learning and NLP the 
robot understands natural language questions 
(context, semantics) and correctly identifies 
corresponding passages in the original policy 
document and consults earlier cases to 
increase consistency. 

Compliance function 
effectiveness and efficiency 

Development of PoC –
Issue: The client currently maintains a service 
desk for policy and compliance related enquiries. 
More complex enquiries are forwarded to 
specialists. The majority of the enquiries could be 
solved easily by the employee itself using the 
intranet FAQ. The client is looking for an 
automated solution, which is able to answer 
trivial compliance enquiries increase consistency 
in the answers given and have a intuitive and IA 
assisted advisory processes for the specialists 
team. 

Benefit of solution: using a cognitive driven 
chatbot reduces the effort spend on manual 
activities, increases consistency, accuracy and 
speed of answers provided. Furthermore, time 
spend on non-complex enquiries can now be used 
for investigating complex cases. 



5. Monitoring employee conduct by analyzing employee-generated data 
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Behavox provides employee surveillance solutions for forensics teams and compliance 
officers investigating fraud and market abuse. The company uses a combination of analytic 
solutions such as audio processing, big data analytics, natural language processing, artificial 
intelligence, machine learning, and trading data analytics to traders’ communication via 
voice, email, and chat.

Behavox makes use of relationship mapping and measurement, in order to be able to 
distinguish between different types of activity. For example, when analysing voice calls, it’s 
not enough to know what is said but also the way it is said and by whom and where. A 
sudden drop to a whisper or laughter are the type of signals a compliance officer might pick 
up on manually but could never scale without the use of technology. Behavox is able to 
identify those signals. 

Main benefits lay in the reduction of false positives and earlier detection of correct hits.

What problems does it solve? 

• Employee misconduct such as insider 
trading, rogue trading, abuse of conflicts of 
interest, as well as more generic threats such 
as bribery, expenses abuse and IP theft.

How does it work? 

• Monitoring of employee misconduct by search 
and interrogate huge amounts of employee-
generated data in real-time, such as emails, 
text messages and voice calls

Front office 
compliance 



6. Self organizing maps to detect suspicious financial transactions 
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Issue: major efforts to comply with Wwft, 99% of hits were harmless 
Benefit of solution: reduced false positives to 50%. 20% score is possible once final improvements 
have been made. For customers of the bank, that means that their transactions are less likely to be 
blocked unnecessarily. Also, the more specific behavioral criteria increase the likelihood of a truly 
suspicious transaction being noticed. 

• PwC analyzed almost 2.5 million transactions. Using the results, our data analysts constructed a 
two-part system. First of all, cluster analysis was used to divide the group of individual customers up 
into several subgroups with a specific behavioral pattern. That pattern consisted of dozens of 
dimensions, such as the size of transaction amounts, cash card withdrawals abroad, number of 
transactions, timing of transactions, etc. Deviations from that specific behavior trigger an alarm. 
Machine learning causes the group structure to change dynamically with each individual 
transaction. 

• PwC also developed a mathematical system for anomaly detection: which transactions differ from 
the previously determined transaction behavior?

What problems does it solve? 

• Major efforts to comply with Wwft
• Large amount of false positives (99%) in 

detection of suspicious financial transactions 
• Labor intense process to check false positives 

of suspicious financial transactions 
• Low ‘hit score’  is thought to lead to staff 

becoming less alert, resulting in a greater risk 
of errors

How does it work? 

• Self organizing maps clusters data to identify 
correlations by means of segmentation & 
distance-based anomaly detection 

• The combination of these two machine 
learning methods allows to spot and interact 
with local correlations otherwise overlooked in 
comparable investigations. Dynamic, transaction based homogeneous client profile clusters

Financial crime 
surveillance 



Roadmap Change 
Portfolio

4. 
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RegTech represents a path forward to transform the way banks approach 
risk and compliance in the future. Getting there must start today
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Impact on Operating Model

Low

MediumLow High

High

Retool = 
Automate

Reengineer = Augment
Rethink = Transform

TomorrowToday Future

Build POCs and business cases for use cases to implementPrioritize and deploy automation targets Build portfolio of POCs to test and learn new approach

Reduce manual processes with automation and AI Augment automated processes with AI Use autonomous, always-on learning processes

Reduce false positives with AI and automate 
workflow Surveil with deep learning and adaptable rules Surveil, analyze, and report at an industry level

Automate time spent pulling and cleaning data Spend time analyzing data and training machines Spend time guiding machine pattern detection

Automate steps before human decision making Augment riskier decisions and automate low risk Analyze patterns in autonomous decisions
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RegTech opportunities can be identified through multiple 
dimensions 

RegTech 
oppor-
tunities

Technology
Three dimensions to identify RegTech opportunities

• Technology: identify opportunities per type of 
technology like RPA, AI, machine learning, blockchain
etc. 

• Regulation: identify opportunities per regulation, for 
instance GDPR, Basel IV, MiFID II 

• Operating model: identify opportunities through the 
different lenses of the operating model; people, process, 
information, technology and organization

• Which dimension to choose for, depends on the scope 
and specific needs of the user

• The operating model dimension is the best starting 
point to obtain a broad and high-level overview of 
opportunities



Start bringing RegTech into practice by identifying your major 
pain points
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Starting the transformationBuilding engagement strategies Researching and testing solutions

• Define and prioritize the solution 
landscape

• Understand the emerging 
technology capabilities

• Build the business case for RegTech 
transformation

• Define the RegTech target 
operating model

• Define and implement the talent 
strategy

• Integrate tested solutions and 
expand footprint

• Select vendors to test

• Refine use cases and target areas 
for the PoCs

• Test technical readiness

• Perform vendor due diligence

TestResearch Strategy & 
Implementation

What activities are you already deploying? 

First step: Identify your major pain points



Fail fast and iterate; the innovative mindset
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Collect &
Analyse

Select &
Priorize

Prototype & 
Test

Adjust &
Prioritize

Deliver MVP & 
Refine Extend

IDEATION
EXPLORE

EXPERIMENT
EMBED

ACCELERATE



Three main challenges to overcome
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Challenge How to overcome the challenge?

1 2 3

• Ensure business cases to be self-funding instead of asking for large budgets at once
• Re-invest savings in new opportunities to accelerate the change Limited funding

Large amount of stakeholders 

Always successful results 

• Every stakeholder can apply RegTech from another perspective 
(regulatory/technology/operating model)

• Depending on the perspective, it is crucial to create ‘occassional coalitions’ to 
bring in the right expertise and capabilities at the right moment 

• RegTech means innovation. Mistakes can and will be made. 
Compliance and risk, by nature, are highly risk-averse. Start 
small, take (acceptable) risks and manage expectations up front.

• Transform in a controlled manner   



“The biggest risk is not taking any risk… 
In a world that’s changing really quickly, 
the only strategy that is guaranteed to fail 
is not taking risks”

- Mark Zuckerberg, founder of Facebook

Thank you for the dialogue!
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